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The hard work, effort & perseverance of the neediest youth who are part of Hunnar Gurukul
cohort’s, have inspired Cause To Connect Foundation and Lend A Hand India to give a
thought to build an Artisan School, a platform for the neediest youth to live dignified lives.
Well-wishers, who are in agreement with the ideology of Hunnar Gurukul are also with the
same thought.  

This inspiration is supported by the philanthropic thinker Mr. Yunus Schipchandler, by
allotting a One Acre land to build this historical Artisan School near Pune. The land is next to
the reputed resort & Training center The Hidden Oasis, at village Garade, Dist : Pune which is
owned by Mr. Yunus.  This place is also well known in the name of Sai Aashram, which is an
orphanage center for girls.    

The combination of all reinforce the thought to build an Artisan School and the Bhumi Pujan
ceremony of this historical initiative was conducted on 04th July, 2021 in the presence of Mr.
Pravinsheth Lunkad, Industrialist & Chairman of Suraj Foundation, Sangli, Ms. Sunandatai
Mane, Executive Director of Lend A Hand India, Mr. Raj Gilda, Executive Director of Lend A
Hand India, & Mr. Yunus Schipchandler, owner of The Hidden Oasis & Sai Ashram.     
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 ' Prarthana by girls
from Sai Ashram
gild the lily in the

event. '
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Hunnar Gurukul always strive for innovation in
their work. Students are encouraged to make
their ideas and creativity in real. Also,
Instructors are very active in shaping their
ideas all the time during the course. 

This July, carpentry course students carved
beautiful wooden prototypes of instruments
and tools that the multi skill foundation course
use in their workshops. The plough, the Axe
and shovels and many other tools from
agriculture sections and a bullock cart also
included in this prototype making exercise. 

These prototypes will be decorated at the
office of Lend A hand India (LAHI), Pune. We
believe that, such work experience will help
the students in the long run. We can see that
skills of carpentry course students are honed
over the months. We are thrilled and happy to
see the progress of Hunnar Gurukul students.

Agriculture and technology subject from Multi skill foundation
course offers the practical sessions of producing goods from
the farm. During lockdown phase, Team Skills on Wheels
were unable to continue the course lessons. 

After resuming the sessions, team found the vegetables that
yielded by all students from Dadukaka Bhide Bal Sudhargruh
(Sangli) by themselves. During lockdown phase, all children
used their previous lesson learnings and took utmost care of
Ladyfingers and other plants. You can see the bucket full of
lady finger in the photo here.

All vegetables from this farm goes straight into the Bal
Sudhargruh’s kitchen for the meal. Children were very excited
and shared their insights of ‘how they looked after the farm’.
We could witness the joys of ‘doing’ on their faces. These are
valuable life skillsets that students developed in the process.

Students from Dadukaka Bhide Bal Sudhargruh Sowed and cultivated Vegetables 

Hunnar Gurukul Students created beautiful Wooden Tool Prototypes
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Mr. Rajesh Kajwe, pioneer of Kajawe Furniture
industries is one of the innovative, visionary
entrepreneurs from Kolhapur city. Today, his
professional journey is an inspiration to the young
aspirational entrepreneurs. Durng his visit to Hunnar
Gurukul, he loved the way Gurukul is carving future
young artisans. “Training projects like Hunnar
Gurukul that create self independent artisans is the
need of the hour." He promised us to help us in all his
capacities for the needy students of Hunnar Gurkul.
He also invited the students for advanced training on
machines from his furniture workshop and showed
positive sign for offering the jobs to the students
from Hunnar Gurukul. He also invited the current
batch for study visit to the Kajawe Furniture at
Kolhapur.

Hunnar Gurukul believes in collaboration with the
NGOs and like minded organisations from the region.
Project coordinator visited Nav Chaitanya Balgruh
(Ichalkaranji, Dist. Kolhapur,Maharashtra) this month.
Authorities from Balgruh greeted him with warm
regards and showed around the work that the institute
does. They are mainly involved in providing quality
education to orphan and needy students from
Kolhapur district.

The main objective of this workshop was to impart
basic knowledge about electrical instruments'
functioning to the students studying in the Carpentry
and Masonry course. For this purpose, a workshop
was organized on 2nd July and 3rd July 2021 in
Hunnar Gurukul. 

Shri. Atul Kulkarni, Instructor of Energy and
Environment (IBT Course) from Panchkroshi
Vidyalaya Nanganur, Dist. Belgaum imparted
information on electrical energy, safety rules,
potential accidents, first aid, identification of
equipment and tools, types of wiring along with
demonstrations in a very good manner during this
two-day workshop.

Shri. Sandeep Sutar (Electrical Engineer, MSEB Uttur)
explained how electricity is generated and how it
reaches to us, as well as how to use and save
electricity. The workshop was attended by some
students from Uttur and nearby villages and received
valuable knowledge from this workshop.

Carpentry Students Carved Polished Furniture

 Mr. Kajawe visited Hunnar Gurukul

Project Hunnar Gurukul

Mr. Lokhande (Uttur) lives near Hunnar Gurukul. He
works in automobile industry and aware about the
Hunnar Gurukul project. He is active in organizing
cultural activities through a local organization Triveni
Sanstha. 

He did arrangement of raw wooden material for the
carpentry workshop and encouraged students for the 
 work. Students carved four comfortable and stylish
chairs along with a center table. After basic work, chairs
and table were polished for a presentable look. We find
Mr. Lokhande totally invested in this process. He, along
with his family spent time with the students. Gurukul
staff handed over the assigned chairs and table to the
family. We thank Mr. Lokhande and family for their
encouragement and support to the students.

Balgruh Visit by Hunnar Gurukul Team

Electric Instruments Safety Workshop 
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Project Coordinator
also shared the
offerings of free skill
education of Hunnar
Gurukul. Mr. Raju
Bidrewadi assured us
to share this
information with
students who are
willing to join Hunnar
Gurukul to acquire
employable skills. 



Shreyas Rampure, a
students from Budhgaon
Highschool (Budhgaon) did a
fantastic experiment using
the course learnings. After
few classes of ‘Agriculture
and Gardening technique’
course, he cultivated
vegetables on a barren land
near his home.

We are very proud of his
innovative initiatives and
congratulate him and his
parents for supporting his
endeavor.

This educational year (2021-22) started with hurdle of
lockdown followed by second wave of Covid-19. Multi
Skill Foundation course is highly based on offline
practical and hands on experience of the students. But
the situation forced us to transfer it into online
sessions. Despite the change in medium, instructors
successfully adapted it, upgraded their skills and
recreated the curriculum for online sessions. With the
help of school administration, the online sessions were
scheduled in between regular school periods. All these
efforts resulted into increase in attendance and
invested interest of students from all schools.

Students responded positively to Online Sessions Preventive measures taken by Team Ugam
for Workshop machines at Schools

Online Sessions are showing offline Impact

Today, schools are closed due to lockdown and so
the Multi Skill Foundation Course offline sessions.
During such tough situations, team Ugam shifted to  
online sessions and keeping the pace of skill
education on. School workshop instruments plays a
very important role in learning process as the
curriculum is purely based on practical. 

This month, the team covered the instruments and
tools from all school workshops using plastic
wrapper. They also checked the functionality of the
machines for the possible repair. These preventive
measure will help the students and the instructors
in practical once school reopens. 

591
Students from all Schools under
Project Ugam attended Online
sessions in July, 2021.

Project Ugam

The educational year 2021-22 was a challenge for
both the instructors and students due to absence
of school based workshop practical. Despite this, 
 265 students (8th standard) and 326 students
(9th standard) from all schools under Project
Ugam, participated in the program. Parents as well
as students realized the potential and benefits of
this project and supported online sessions in all
capacities. We feel very joyous after witnessing
such firm support from the parents, school
administration and students.

It was a challenge to transfer such practical, offline
oriented course into online format; but instructors
upgraded their technical knowledge and created simple
yet powerful pictorial material with lucid language. The
creative homework enhanced excitement in students. It
was visible from new ideas from students and
consistency in attendance.

When parents supports Project Ugam
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Cause To connect Foundation always strive for the
self-independence of today’s youth through skill
education. This will create an economically
independent youth and nation in coming future. 

We believe that youth from all sections, especially
economically challenged sections, need such exposure
and skillsets for better future. With this motive, Team
Skills on Wheels along with the bus, reached to
Navchaitanya Balgruh, Ichalkaranji (Kolhapur,
Maharashtra) this month. 

The Balgruh consists of children that belong to Devdasi
(a traditional religious sect), orphans, children who ran
away from home. They are of different age sections
live together. The institution do their best to educate
them and provide basic facility to lead a dignified life
ahead.

Visit at Nav Chiatantya Balgruh, Ichalkaranji 

With the mission of empowering disadvantaged
youth through skill education, Cause To Connect
Foundation started 4 courses for girls and boys of
different age groups from Dadukaka Bhide
Balnirikshan Gruh, Sangli. The Skills on Wheels
team used to take sessions in the campus during
pre-lockdown era. Students learnt basic skills of
electric wiring, cultivating vegetables and farming
techniques till date.

After lockdown restrictions relaxed, team resumed
the sessions with 12 children in first phase.
Children used their learning from past sessions and
applied it in repairing broken electric instruments
from the campus. This practical helped them to
revise their learnings and was beneficial for
Balnirikshan Gruh as well. "When children learnt
skills under ‘Energy and Environment’ subject and
implemented the same during lockdown, I found it
as a real success of this project Skills on Wheels
here," He said.

Session Resumed at Balgruh, Sangli

The educational year 2021-22 was a roller coaster
ride for the instructors and students as the hurdle
of pandemic followed by lockdown constantly
shifted the medium of sessions from offline to
online. Despite this, 172 students (8th standard)
and 146 students (9th standard) from all school
under Project Skills on Wheels participated in
sessions. We are thrilled to share this positive
impact of the sessions that keep the skill education
learning on in such hard times.

Willpower of Students visible in
attendance of Online Sessions
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Project Skills on Wheels

318
Students from all Schools of
Project Skills on Wheels attended
Online sessions in July, 2021.

This collaboration will be fruitful to contribute
Balgruh’s motive. Youth from Balgruh will get skills and
opportunity for decent employment in future. 



For a strong building, its foundation needs to be
strong too! Sharing the story of Vilas Rathod; one
of the strongest pillars of the Cause to Connect
Foundation.

He comes from a farming family at Rethare
Haranaksh (Tal. Walwa, Dist. Sangli, Maharashtra).
He completed his Diploma in Mechanical stream
from ITI. Vilas has a very strong temperament and
clear eloquence. 

As a child, he dreamt of becoming a teacher. He
loves to teach children and his sincere efforts to
teach students at Project Ugam is fruitful in last
four years. There is no doubt that, his passion of
learning new things and passing it on to studnets
will take him to the greater heights for sure.
Actions of Vilas shows that, nothing is impossible
with sincerity and perseverance.

After completing his education, he got his first job
in Sangli. He was working as a Lecturer at Dr.
Vasantdada Patil College. A few days later, he was
connected to Cause to Connect Foundation
through the acquaintance of his college principal
Mr. Jadhav. He was appointed as the instructor of
subject ‘Engineering Techniques’ due to his
educational background. For the first year, he was
working on lecture basis. He is confident that the
skills course will be of great benefit to the students
in their daily life as well as in the future. He has full
faith over the principle of identifying each student’s
inner potential and direct it in the right way and he
do walk on this path since joined.

The origins of the project Ugam and workshop
sessions started from Nav Krishna valley school
(Kupwad, Sangli). From setting up a complete
workshop in the school to the management of
minute things, he was totally immersed and did
earn a valuable experience. His childhood dream of
‘teaching children’ came true through this profile. 

He believes that, every child is special and it is
important for everyone to enjoy learning and
enhance their knowledge. So, he made efforts to
convey the subject lessons to them easily and
molded himself accordingly. As more and more
schools involved in the project Ugam, so did his
experience of teaching and working with students
increased.

'Star' Connect - Vilas Rathod
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Sharing an anecdote from his teaching experience
that he will always remember! A boy in a school
used to make a lot of mischief, was unable to stop,
and his disturbing actions used to create hurdles in
others’ learning. So, Vilas created separate groups
of boys and girls and handed over the responsibility
of 'him' to a girl. His mischiefs reduced afterwards.
The change in his behavior was really significant
afterwards.

Engineering is very new and foreign subject for the
secondary school students, but interesting
activities and attractive teaching style made
students invested in it. Vilas received an
opportunity to teach welding, plumbing, carpentry,
construction, plastering, painting; unlike the only
subject he used to teach in ITI college.

Cause to Connect foundation also sent him for the
training to enhance his abilities under capacity
development program conducted by LAHI (Lend a
Hand India), where he learnt how to impart his
knowledge to the student and to develop a good
personality of students. Implementation of his
learnings from program resulted in students making
things on their own, using their fresh ideas. So far,
students carved out Writing pad, Chairs, Metal
Stand, some brick structures and paintings.

 In July 2021, the foundation and Vilas Rathod are
completing their 4 years of journey at Cause to
Connect Foundation. The work he has done so far
is remarkable. He wanted to expand it by taking
sessions for all the needy and smart young students
from rural areas. India will be known as ‘Skilled
India’ only if these students will develop skills and
elevate their lives. Passionate young instructors like
Vilas are ready for the challenge and want to be a
real change maker through Cause to Connect
Foundation.

'Star' Connect - Vilas Rathod
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" The desire to learn for oneself as
well as the determination to teach
children will lead instructor Vilas

Rathod to success in life. "
Aniruddha Bansod, Founder, 
Cause To Connect Foundation

Instructor, Ugam Project


